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"Exploring Color on Google Maps - Library - Google Design." Google Design, Oct.  2020, 
design.google/library/exploring-color-google-maps/?ref=sidebar.

New Old 

So I began by looking at a recent change in 
Google Maps Land Cover layer which is 
made more vibrant by algorithmic coloring 
based on satellite images. 



Screenshot from Google Maps as of this Tuesday

New Old 

My concern was more of a comparison 
between how places were represented on 
maps throughout the process of colonization. 
And after comparing the Satellite images to 
the map, I noticed that compared to the 
satellite images, the the newer map kind of 
helped with the colors of greener areas more 
than deserts, which almost looks blank due to 
the very light coloring. The color bias has 
consequences, because someone who 
explores regions of the world might see the 
Sahara as more “blank”.



"Google Map’s Moat" Justinobeirne, 2013, www.justinobeirne.com/google-maps-moat.

In the cases of paper or photo maps and 
google maps, what is more important is not 
what is visualized but what knowledge it 
generates and imparts to the user, thus 
shaping action. For google maps, just looking 
at land cover representations didn’t feel 
sufficient enough, which is where the 
coupling of labels and images come in. The 
labels relate to how we remember Place and 
Satellite Images are representations of the 
Space. The labels on Google maps is 
dynamic and changes based on factor such 
as zoom level. I personally use Google Maps 
to get to places and to look at what 
businesses are around locally. the accuracy 
of that information is derived from both 
satellite view and street view.



https://techcrunch.com/2018/06/26/the-new-google-maps-with-personalized-recommendations-is-now-live/

Despite the accuracy of the data about local 
businesses, what Google Maps shows each 
user are not the same. Scholars such as 
cartographer Kenneth Field had pointed out 
that the map of Google Maps is secondary to 
the Search function and Recommendations 
through which one would gain information 
about local businesses, aka, Google Maps is 
an advertising tool.



"ADM Systems in the COVID-19 Pandemic: A European Perspective." AlgorithmWatch, 10 Dec. 2020, 
algorithmwatch.org/en/project/automating-society-2020-covid19.

And that relates to the consequences of 
Automated Decision Making systems. 



"ADM Systems in the COVID-19 Pandemic: A European Perspective." AlgorithmWatch, 10 Dec. 2020, 
algorithmwatch.org/en/project/automating-society-2020-covid19.

Which, according political geography scholar 
Louise Amoore, defers a decision instead of 
really making it.



Preliminary Rendering

“Cloud Streets”, “For You”, and 

Areas of Interest.

"Cloud Streets in the Bering Sea." 31 Jan. 2006, earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/6243/cloud-streets-in-the-bering-sea.

Personalized labels  as “cloud streets.”

(On a side note, I’m not sure about if the Boba Guys shop are just so 

prominent on everyone’s map, or if I just Googled too much 

Chinese food recipes.)
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